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“Good: better; best, never let it rest till your good is better and your better is best.”
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ARMSTRONG RETURNS
The long awaited return of cycling legend Lance Armstrong took place in January
when he took part in THE TOUR DOWN UNDER. The 37 year old finished in 29th
place when the final standings were announced & said that, "[This] is a good
indication I've done the right work. I still have to fine tune things, get lighter, still get
fitter & work on certain aspects of my conditioning but I'm headed in the right way,".
Armstrong who finished 49 seconds behind winner Australian Allan Davis went onto
say, "I'd say we're on track if not ahead of schedule. Even if it was a normal year when
you're focused on July [The Tour de France] I wouldn't be riding this well in January."
Armstrong announced his return to racing back in September 2008 much to the
surprise of the sport and the wider public. Armstrong competed in the prologue to the
Tour Down Under in Adelaide, and admitted that he had suffered from pre-race
nerves. Sporting returns are often fraught with difficulty so will Armstrong be able to
reach the heights that he has previously achieved? The American famously overcame
an aggressive form of testicular cancer and his recovery was remarkable returning to
the Tour de France to win again. So the chance that after almost four years of
retirement that Armstrong will come back to claim another Tour seems slim but never
bet against a champion, if they can get into contention the true champion knows how
to close the deal regardless of how long they have been side lined. Armstrong's next
race will be the Tour of California from the 14-22 of February.
ECONOMIC DOWNTURN
RAFAEL NADAL
12 sports found that a £50 million shortfall in private-sector funding for the 2012
Olympic Games would not be plugged by the British government. One of the hardest
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hit was Water Polo who are even considering scrapping their men’s programme to
concentrate their efforts on the women’s team as they real from the reduction which
sees the sport receive just £1.45 million which is £1.7million less than previously.
UK Sport have offered the sports an alternative to making immediate cutbacks by
giving them the option to front-load their four-year awards and draw on all the money
over the next two years - with the risk that the funding tap will be turned off in 2011.
According to a report by the BBC it is believed the idea would involve the London
Organising Committee (LOCOG) approaching existing London 2012 sponsors about
the possibility of backing the British Olympic and Paralympic teams.
NADAL WINS SIX GRAND SLAMS
In January Rafael Nadal beat Roger Federer in 7-5 3-6 7-6 (7-3) 3-6 6-2 to win his first
Australian Open. The win was Nadal's sixth Grand Slam title and prevented Federer
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equaling Pete Sampras's record of 14. Nadal also took his record against Federer to
13 wins in 19 matches, including five in seven Grand Slam finals.

"A wise man will make more opportunities than he finds."
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T-CUP
Anyone who has read Sir Clive Woodwards’ best selling book entitled
“Winning!” will immediately recognise the acronym, T-CUP. Every high
performing athlete, business leader, service man or entrepreneur recognises
the value of T-CUP.
Golf´s “Race to Dubai” concludes with the season ending Dubai World
Championship in November where it is possible that a player may face a putt on
the final green to win $3,666,660! 60 players will start the week with the
opportunity to win the tournament and so how they prepare for the event will be
very important.
Recently two Premiership football managers have been at loggerheads over a
comment that was made stating that one of the teams might struggle to deal
with the pressure of winning the Premiership title as the season unfolds. Lewis
Hamilton had to maintain a clear head in the last race of the 2008 F1
Championship all the way until the finish and almost all the Olympic champions
had moments where their dreams could have be made or broken by the
smallest margin.
Last year I was fortunate enough to listen to Red Arrows leader Justin Hughes
who clearly stated that all their training was about T-CUP, I remember him

RED ARROWS

saying that “to even have a chance to be in the team the pilots have to be at the
very top of their profession”, in other words they all know how to fly a plane
extremely well! So why then do the Red Arrows train everyday? When pilots fly
their planes at amazing speeds, in close proximity to each other while
completing highly complex aerobatics requiring split second timing, then T-CUP
is vital.
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Royal Air Force
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Military careers generally start with a period of physical preparation and yet the
key part of the training is to develop “character”. In the heat of battle all military
personal and especially those in leadership positions must demonstrate T-CUP.
91 Members

T-CUP is the acronym for “Thinking Correctly Under Pressure” and it is the
difference between winning and losing. Go to any sporting tournament and
have the Worlds number three and four compete against each other and I can

HQ:

RAF Scampton

MOTTO:

Eclat; Excellence

assure you that it will be hard to find differences in the technical, physical and
tactical ability of either competitor.
Note: Sir Clive Woodward is the former English rugby union coach and
managed

the England rugby union team from 1997 to 2004. Woodward

managed the England side to victory at the 2003 Rugby World Cup and now is
the Director of Elite Performance for the British Olympic Association.

"No legacy is so rich as honesty."
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BLACK, WHITE & GREY
Throughout sports there are a number of techniques that need to be mastered in
order to perform at a high level and golf is no exception, areas include;
1) The power game

2) The finesse game

3) The putting game

The power game is explosive, dynamic and forceful; strokes require physical effort
to make the ball travel distances through the air (normally over 100m). This is
normally achieved by making a swing that moves the club further than waist high,
causing the wrists to set / hinge during the backswing and will have necessitated
transfer of the players weight. For now we can picture this as the colour BLACK.
On the other hand the putting game is about fine motor control, touch and
precision. Consistency of set up, speed of stroke and judgement of distance are
skills that need to be developed. The task of putting is simple and can be
performed by golfers regardless of physical prowess; we should think this as
WHITE. When elements of the power and putting games mix together we produce
a shade of GREY, which depends on the type of finesse shot that we wish to play.
Take for example a straight forward chip shot with the ball lying a metre or two
from the edge of the green and the hole positioned ten to fifteen metres onto the
green. This shot is often called a chip & run which employs a technique that is very

STRICTLY SPEAKING

similar to that used when putting. It is advisable to use the same grip, stance,
posture and swing as when putting with the only adjustment being that the centre

Colours exist in the larger context

of swing should be moved further towards the target. To achieve this, the ball can

of human vision. Consider the fact

be moved back in the stance, or alternatively the sternum may be leaned more

that there are three parts to the

towards the target. In any case due to the majority of elements required for this

process of the perception of colour.

shot coming from putting, we could think of this colour being a SILVER GREY.
Conversely a pitch shot of some 50 plus metres will likely be played with many of

1. The medium - The colour as it

the power game elements present. A power game grip, stance and posture, along

exists as a pigment/colorant (such

with a swing that is at least waist high and wrists that set / hinge are normally used

as the colour of a tangible object)

for this shot. Even though there is not much by the way of weight transfer the

or as light (such as the colour of an

movement is close to that of the power game swing and so we should think of this

image on a television screen).

shot being a DARK GREY.
2. The sender - How the colour is
So there it is, BLACK and WHITE linked by various shades of GREY. The shots in

transmitted.

GREY are a mix of the elements and of course the shade is dictated by the length
and type of shot that is required. Because GREY can be many different shades it

3. The receiver - How humans see

is the area of the game that requires more artistry, the truly great finesse game

colour. In other words, how we

exponents are considered to be creative, imaginative and supremely skilful, but

receive information about colour.

actually the secret lies in quality practice that mixes the elements found in other
parts of the game.

"When you cease to dream, you cease to live."
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TECHNOLOGY PROTECTED

Suits worn by British cyclists during the recent Olympics have been collected and then
destroyed to stop rivals copying and using their technology. Even though the team
brough back eight gold medals, none of the team GB squad where allowed to keep
their uniforms as mementos. The British team suits where designed to reduce air drag
and were produced in Japan. When production teams were creating outfits they were
not aware of the client or even the sport. Only after production and return were logos
added and the Adidas mark included.
SIX NATIONS
In February Europe's main rugby union event will start. The tournament which takes
place between England, France, Ireland, Italy, Scotland and Wales will start on the 7th
of February when England play Italy at Twickenham. Wales who won the title in 2008
are aiming to become only the sixth team in the history of the event to complete backto-back Grand Slam victories. The tournament will act as Martin Johnson first “true”
test as the new England coach; while the defending champions Wales will start the
tournament without Gavin Henson at Murrayfield because of a calf strain, he will be
replaced by Tom Shanklin.
SUPER BOWL XLIII
In January Pittsburgh Steelers won a sixth Super Bowl title with a late touchdown in a
dramatic 27-23 win over Arizona. During the game Arizona had come back from a 13point deficit in Tampa to lead by three with less than three minutes to go; before
quarterback Ben Roethlisberger gained 78 yards for the Steelers, before Santonio
Holmes converted with just 35 seconds left. During the game Holmes was voted Most

RECORDS
The Six Nations changed from the
Five Nations in the year 2000.

Valuable Player and caught nine passes for the Cardinals and gained 131 yards.
MOST POINTS:
The Pittsburgh Steelers, had previously won four Super Bowl titles in six years in the

Jonny Wilkinson England

479

1970s and won again in 2006, to level five-time champions San Francisco and Dallas.
On the other hand, the Cardinals had won their only NFL title in 1947 and their title

MOST TRIES:

drought remains the second-longest in American sport, only in front of Chicago Cubs

Brian O'Driscoll Ireland

17

who won their last title 100-years ago.
MOST APPEARANCES:
Fabien Pelous

WORLDS DARTS CHAMPIONSHIP
Phil Taylor won his 14th World darts championship, a 7 -1 victory over Raymond van
Barneveld 7-1. Phil Taylor had a three-dart average of 110.94, the highest ever in a
major final.

“Our aspirations are our possibilities.”

France

46

MOST CHAMPIONSHIPS WINS:
France

4
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